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Abstract 
A separation property called i* -normal and weaker than normality is investigated. The 
main results include: Under V= L, a first countable 7 -normal space is cT-collectionwise 
Hausdorff, and in a locally compact 7 -normal space any discrete collection 9 of compact 
sets with 19 1 <w,, can be c-separated. Under PMEA, a first countable 7 -normal space 
is collectionwise 7 -normal. Any countably paracompact 7 -normal space X is normal and 
any countably metacompact, normal i* -cwN space is cwN. 
Key words: 7 -normal; a-collectionwise Hausdorff; Locally compact; Collectionwise normal; 
Moore space 
AMS CMOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 54A35, 54D15; secondary 54E30 
1. Introduction with examples and basic properties 
A space X is 7 -normal if for every pair E, F of disjoint closed subsets of X 
there exist sequences (U,),,,, (V) n ,, E w of open subsets of X such that F c 
U U ECU n=w II, V and, for every LEO, F~IU,CU,+,, EnV,cI/,+, and nEw n, 
U, n V, = @. We may call the pair of sequences (U, >, t w, ( V,>, E w a 7 -separation 
of the sets E, F. The 7 -normal condition can be made to appear more natural by 
illustrating a technical difference between 7 -normal and normal; it is clear that if 
the above conditions F n U,, c U, + I, E n V, c V, + 1 are replaced by the conditions 
K c &+I, v, c K+, then we have the usual “normal space” condition. Normality 
is often verified by constructing such sequences of open sets. Appropriate exam- 
ples will illustrate that 7 -normal spaces can be far from being normal and there 
are many 7 -normal spaces which are not normal; however, 7 -normal spaces 
have versions of some of the interesting properties expected of normal spaces and, 
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as shown in Sections 2 and 3, some of these properties are axiom sensitive. While 
the theorems about 7 -normal spaces apply to a much larger class of spaces than 
the class of normal spaces, many of these theorems have immediate corollaries 
giving important standard results for normal spaces. 
For convenience we assume all topological spaces under discussion are Haus- 
dorff. Any set-theoretic notation not specifically defined here can be found in a 
standard text such as [S]. 
In order to develop familiarity with the 7 -normal space concept we begin with 
a few examples and start with an elementary example which typifies many of the 
7 -normal spaces which are not normal. Notice that this locally compact space is 
also a-collectionwise Hausdorff, as predicted by Theorem 3.2. 
Example 1.1. A locally compact metacompact 7 -normal space X which is not 
normal. 
Let X= wi x w\((O, O)}. For (Y E wi\{O} define V, = {a} X w and, if CY E w, 
Ha = w1 x {a}. Describe a topology on X as follows: For (Y E wi \{O) neighbor- 
hoods of ((u, 0) must contain ((u, 0) and all but finitely many points of V,. 
Neighborhoods of (0, cu>, for 0 < LY < o, must contain (0, (Y) and all but many 
finitely many elements of Ha. All other elements of X are isolated. It is clear that 
X is a locally compact metacompact space and that if E = (O} X (w\(O)) and 
E = (w, \ (01) x (0) then E, F cannot be separated by disjoint open sets; however, 
a ,= -separation can be formed by letting, for all y1 E w, U, = lJ(H,: 0 < k G n) and 
W,= U(V,: O<a<wl}\U(Hk: O<k<n). 
Example 1.2. A 7 -normal metacompact Moore space which is not normal. 
Let X = R x [0, 03) (the set of points in the closed upper half plane) and define 
a topology on X as follows. Points above the z-axis are isolated. For z rational, 
neighborhoods of (z, 0) must contain ((x, y) EX: y =x -z, 0 <y < E} for some 
E > 0. For z irrational, neighborhoods of (z, 0) must contain ((x, y) E X: y = z - x, 
0 <y < B} for some E > 0. The stated properties of this space are easily proved. 
This space was first described by Heath in [5]. 
Example 1.3. (Assume there exists a Q-set). A countably paracompact screenable 
Moore space which is not ,J -normal. 
This is an example due to Reed and is given in 1111. Let H = R X (0, m). 
Suppose Z is an uncountable Q-set in R; let X,, = Z X {O), Xi = Z X (- 11 and 
X= H uX, uX,. Describe a local base as follows. The points in H are isolated. If 
ZEZ and 12 EO, let 
U(z,0)={(z,O)}~{(~,y)~H:y=x-z,y<l/(n+l)} 
and 
U(z, -1) = I(& -l)}u{(~,y)~H:y=z-x,y<l/(n+l)). 
Using (U(z, O)),,, and (U(z, -l)),,,,, as local bases at (z, 0) and (z, -1) 
respectively it is clear that X is a screenable Moore space. The sets X0 and Xi 
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are disjoint closed sets which do not have a 7 -separation, showing that X is not 
/* -normal. This can also be verified indirectly by referring to [ill for a proof that 
X is countably paracompact but not normal; then, Theorem 3.2(a) says that such a 
space cannot be 7 -normal. 
Example 1.4. A separable Moore space which is not P -normal. 
This is the standard Moore plane. Let X= R X [0, 03). Give points above the 
x-axis their usual neighborhoods. A point (z, O), for z E R, has neighborhoods 
containing (z, 0) and the interior of a disk in the upper half plane tangent to the 
x-axis at (z, 0). The reason that X is not 7 -normal is essentially the same reason 
that X is not normal, however, the “usual” specific example of a pair of disjoint 
closed sets in X which cannot be separated by disjoint open sets, can be 
7 -separated. Showing that X is not 7 -normal is most easily done by proving a 
version of “Jones’ lemma” 161 for 7 -normal spaces. This result shows that many 
of the standard nonnormal topological spaces are also not 7 -normal. 
Theorem 1.5. (Jones’ lemma for 7 -normal spaces). If a space X has a dense set D 
and a closed discrete subset Z such that 2 Iz 1 > 2 I D I then X is not 7 -normal. 
Proof. If X is 7 -normal then for each A =9(Z) we can find sequences 
(V,(A)),E,, (I/,(A)),,, of open sets such that A c U nE ,U,(A), Z\A c 
U n,,Vn(A), and, for every n E w, A n U,(A) c U,,+l, (Z\A) n V,(A) c V,,, and 
U,(A) f? I/,(A) = @. Define 
8:9(Z) +09(D): B(A) = (U,(A) nD),,,. 
Suppose A, B &P(Z) with A # B; say A \B # @. There must exist k E w such 
that 
(A\B)nU,(A)nI/,(B)+Vj. 
For this k, U,(A)nD # U,(B)nD and so B(A)# B(B). Hence 8 is one-to-one, 
this is impossible since 
I57(Z)l=2 ‘z’>2’o’= I9(D)I = I”P’(D)l. 
Thus X cannot be P -normal. 0 
While the previous theorem shows that many nonnormal spaces are also not 
7 -normal the next result gives a class of spaces which are 7 -normal. This 
includes the classic example N x P of Michael [9] of the product of the Michael 
line and the space of irrational numbers. 
Theorem 1.6. Let Y be any space with Y X Y perfectly normal. Let T c Y and let 
Z = T U (Y\ T) be topologized by letting the elements of T be isolated in Z and let the 
elements of Y\ T have their usual neighborhoods inherited from the given topology on 
Y As a space consider T as a subspace of Y Then X = Z x T is 7 -normal. 
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Proof. Let u denote the relative topology on 2 X T inherited as a subspace of 
Y X Y. Suppose E, F are disjoint closed subsets of X and let E, = E n ((Y\ T) X T) 
and F, = F n ((Y\ T) X T). Notice that cl,(E) n F, = fl and cl,(F) f3 E, = @. Since 
Y X Y is perfectly normal we can find sequences (G,,), E o and (H,), E o of a-open 
subsets of X such that cl,(E) = n n EwGn, cl,(F) = fl ,_H,, and, for any n E w, 
cl,(G,+,) c G,, and cl,(H,+,) cH,. For each IZ E w let 
4 =H,\clAG,J and V, = G,\cl,(H,). 
Clearly, U, and V, are disjoint open sets. Furthermore, the following are easily 
verified: 
(1) cl&J,) n E = fl and cl,(T/,) n F = (d. 
(2) EnVnCEnV,+l and FnU,cFnU,+,. 
(3) E, c U ,dG and 4 L U,,,U,. 
(4) cl,(F) n E = E \ U nEwVn andcl,(F)nE=E\U.,,V,. 
LA WE and W, be disjoint open sets in the subspace TX T of Z X T such that 
cl,(F) n E c W,, cl,(E) n F G W, and W, n F = W, n E = @. Finally, let 
u; = u,” (W,\cl,K)) and V,l= V, U (W,\cl,(U,)). 
Then, for every n E w, Ui and V,l are disjoint open sets in X. The proof will be 
complete after verifying the following facts. 
(5) E & U ,,E,V,l and FG U,,,U,l. 
(6)For every HEW, I/,‘~EcV;+~ and U,‘nFcU,‘+,. 
This shows that ( Vi >, E w, (U,l >, E o give a 7 -separation of E, F in X. 0 
Theorem 1.7. If f:X + Y is a perfect onto mapping and X is 7 -normal then Y is 
7 -normal. 
Proof. Suppose E, F are disjoint closed subsets of Y. Let E’ = f-l(E) and 
F’ = f- ‘(F). Since X is 7 -normal there exist sequences (U,l>, E o and ( V,l >, t w of 
open sets in X such that E’ c U U’ F’s U nE* n, .=,V,l and, for kEw, E’nU;C 
U;+l, F’ n V; G V;,, and U;nV;=@. For all kEw, let 
4 = Y\f (X\ Ui) and V, = Y\f(X\V,l). 
It is easily verified that (U, >, E o, (V, >, E w witness the 7 -separation of E, F. 0 
2. 7 -normal spaces and the a-collectionwise HausdorfI property 
The main result of this section shows that, under V = L, 7 -normal spaces of 
small character are a-collectionwise Hausdorff. We use a variation of the principle 
0 for stationary systems introduced by Fleissner in [l]. If K is a cardinal, a 
COlleCtiOn .@f = (Af: f E KK) Of subsets Of K iS a StUtiOiZUrJ system (for K) if each Af 
is a stationary subset of K and whenever (Y E K and f, g E KK with f 1 (Y = g 1 (Y then 
Af n (a + 1) =A, fl (a + 1). In [12], 0 for stationary systems (at K) is the assertion: 
For each stationary system &’ for K there is a K-sequence (f”: (Y < K) such that 
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f” E % and for each. f~ K~ there is a stationary set S cAf such that /? E S 
implies f I /3 =fB. Fleissner [ll has shown that under I/= L, 0 for stationary 
systems is true for regular K. We continue with necessary notation in order to 
make the required modification. 
Notation. For ordinals (Y, p let ‘a denote the set of all sequences f = ( f,,),, E w of 
partial functions from p to (Y &ch that p = U n ,,dom( f,> and; for all k E w, 
dom( f,) & dom( fk+l). d = (Af: f E K~} is a 7 -stationary system (for K) if each 
A, is a stationary subset of K and whenever (Y E K and f, g E K~ with f,, 1 a = g, 1 a, 
- - forallnEW,then Afn(cu+l)=A,n(a+l). 
0 for 7 -stationary systems (at K). For each 7’ -stationary system & for K there 
is a sequence (f”: (Y < K) such that fa E Off and for each f E K~ there is a 
stationary set S 6Af such that p E S implies f, I p = f,P, for all -n ET. 
Proof of 0 for 7 -stationary systems (at K) (using 0 for stationary systems). 
Suppose &? = {Af: f E K~) is a 7 -stationary system. Without loss of generality, 
assume that, for all f E 5 0 tiC ran( U n E o f,) and Af c LIM. Let - -’ 
c$:KX~J+K 
be a one-to-one function such that ~$(a X w) = (Y for all limits (Y < K. Define 
!P:KK+ - KXmK: q(f)(Ly, TZ) = 
f,(a) if a E dom(f,), 
o 
otherwise. 
Notice that for h E KXWK, h E ran(q) if and only if for every /3 < K there exists f E K~ _ - 
such that h I p x w = V( f 1 I p x w. Define 
0: KXWK +KK: e(g) =g o 4-l. 
For h E KK define a stationary subset B, C K as follows: 
If h = 0(?P( f )>, for some f E K~, let B, =A,. 
If h E ran<60 YP) let yh be the first element of K such that, for all f E K~ 
_ -’ 
h I Y,, # ‘%p(f >> I Y,,. 
Let B;, = ~{A,n (a + 1): cr < yh, f E “2, h ( ct = tV(q(f)>I a), and then let B, = 
BI, u (K\(~I, + 1)). It follows that 525’: {B,: h E K~) is a stationary System for K. 
Now, by 0 for stationary systems there is a K-sequence (ha), i K such that 
h” E aa and for each h E K~ there is stationary Th c B, such that p E Th implies 
hI/3=hP.Forlimit a<Klet gaEaxoasuchthat g” 0 4-‘lcr=h*.Ifthereexists 
f e ‘K such that !P( f) I(a x w> = g” let f” = (f, I (Y),~,. Otherwise, (including 
nonlimit (Y < K) let f” be any element of%cw. 
To see that (f a: -a < K) behaves as de&d, let f E ‘K. There is a stationary set 
Te(QYf)) c && = A,. such that p E TeCpCfjj implies 0<@( f 1) I /3 = ho; in this case 
fP = (f, I p)n i W. That is, f,P = f, I p, for all n E w, as desired. 0 
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Theorem 2.1. (V = L). Every 7 -normal space X of character < w1 is a-cwH. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 will follow from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4 which combined 
give a slightly stronger result than Theorem 2.1. Certainly much of the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 uses techniques related to the methods developed by Fleissner in 
[1,3]. However, the proof here is necessarily more tedious and does not always 
follow a predictable modification of Fleissner’s proof. The use of a limsup in 
Sublemmas 2.3 and 2.5 seems to be crucial in getting the proof to go through. 
Lemma 2.2. For a regular uncountable cardinal K suppose X is a 7 -normal space 
and Y is a closed discrete subset of X with 1 Y 1 < K. If elements of Y have 
character < K and all subsets of Y of cardinality < K are a-separated then 0 for 
7 -stationary systems at K implies that Y is a-separated. 
Proof. For convenience of notation, we assume Y = K is a closed discrete subset of 
X and show that K can be a-separated in X. For any (Y E K fix a neighborhood 
base (V(a, y): y < K} at CY with repetitions permitted. For any partial function f 
from K to K and (Y E K set 
C(f, o) = U{V(P, f(P)): P E (dam(f)) no} no. 
Assuming the notation from above, the next sublemma will provide what is 
needed to complete the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
Sublemma 2.3. (Assume 0 for 7 -stationary systems at K.) There is a sequence 
f= (f,>nto _ E K~ such that the set 
(o E$Iu~C(fk7 o> =a) 
contains a cub set in K. 
Proof. Suppose indirectly that for each sequence f = ( f,>nE-o E ‘&, 
Af= (YEK: n uC(f,, oy) n(K\a) +@ 
i ncwk>n 1 
is a stationary set. Then, ti = (Af: f E KK) is a 7 -stationary System; let (f”: 
(Y < K) be the sequence given by 0 for -7 -stationary systems. Now, by induction-on 
(Y < K, we will define an increasing sequence (G,: LY < K) of partial functions from 
K to 2 in such a way that 
(1) I G, I < I cy I w and 
(2) CY c dom(G,) holds for every CY < K. Suppose GP has been defined for all 
/? < (Y. Consider two cases. 
Case 1: There is H E [w]O and 6 E K such that 
(i>6Enk,,C(fk”,LY)n(K\a)and 
(ii) 6 @ dom( U P < aGB). 
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Then fix a 6, E K as above and for that 6, fix i, E 2 and Ha E [WI” in such a 
way that 
6,~ n u V(y,f;(y)):y~~fl dom(Up, 
ktH, i t 
SD> and (g2)CrJ=im)). 
Now, let G, be any function extending (U p < ~ Go) U {(6,, 1 - i,)} which satisfies 
(1) and (2). 
Case 2: Not Case 1. Then, let G, be any partial function from K to 2 extending 
(U/3<, GP) and satisfying (1) and (2). 
Let G= UuiKG,:~+2. 
By 7 -normality there is a sequence fE K~ such that, for all n E w, LY, B E 
dom(f,), G(a) z G(B) implies V(a, f,<a,) n V(B, f,(P)) = @. 
Notethatif C={czE~:dom(U,,,, Gp) ~a} then C is a cub set so there exists 
aEA,.nC such that f, Ia=f,” for every n <o (in particular, dom(f, I a) = 
dom(ff)). By (Y EAT n C, Case 1 occurs. Let y1 E Ha be big enough to satisfy 
6, E dom( f,). Then, 
6, E U {V(Y, f:(r)): Y E a and G(r) = ia] 
= U{V(y, f,(r)): YEN and G(r) =ia), 
so there is y E (Y, with G(r) = i,, such that V(y, f,(r)) n V(6,, f,(S,)) + 6, in 
contradiction with G(y) = i, and G(6,) = 1 - i,. That concludes the proof of the 
Sublemma. 0 
Now, continuing with the proof of Lemma 2.2, we apply Sublemma 2.3 to obtain 
a sequence f = C f,h t w EKK such that the Set B={Cl’EK: nn_uk,,$(fk, 
a) = a} conta&-rs a cub set B’in K. Notice that 
B=(olEfc:fOrall HE[w]~, nc(ft,.a)=a}, 
f?EH 
so for every LY E B it follows that (C(f,, a) n (K\(Y): n E w} is point-finite. 
Without loss of generality, assume 0 E B’. For (Y E K define 
n,=max{yEB’: y<(~}. 
Now, 17, is defined for each (Y E K and if E, = {@ E K: 7p = T,} then {E,: CY E K} is 
a partition of K into sets of cardinality less than K. Hence, each E, is a-separated 
so we can express E, = U n~o E,, and find a neighborhood U(B) of each B E E, 
so that U(p) n U(p’) = fl w h enever there is n E w where B, B’ E E,,, p # p’. For 
k E w define 
D, = {a E K: a E dom( fk) and LY 6 C( fk, q,)}. 
It follows that K = U k E o D, so it suffices to show each D, is a-separated. To this 
end,fixkEw,andfornEWletD,,=D,n(U,,,E,,).ForpEDk,let 
w(B) = D(B) n v(B, fk(P))\c(fky 77J. 
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Then 
w(p) = u(p) n v(P, &(P))\(u{v(~, UY)): rEdom(fk) flPH. 
To see that {W(p): /3 E D,J separates D,,, suppose P, P’ E Dk,,, P #P’. If 
q8 = 7; then W(p) n IV@‘) c U(p) n U@‘) = @. If qP < q& then 
W(P) n W(P’) C V(P> fk(P)) n W(P) W(P? fk(P))\W f!%(P)) = 0. 
In any case, IV(p) n W(p’> = fl so D,, is separated. That concludes the proof of 
Lemma 2.2. 0 
Lemma 2.4. (Assume GCH.) For a singular cardinal K with cf(tc) 2 w1 suppose X is 
a 7 -normal space and Y is a closed discrete subset of X with I Y 1 < K. Zf there is 
h < K such that elements of Y have character < A and all subsets of Y or cardinal@ 
< K are u-separated then Y is u-separated. 
Proof. For convenience of notation suppose Y = K is a closed discrete subset of X. 
For any LY E K fix a neighborhood base {V(a, y): y < A} at LY. Let (K~: 5 E cf(K)) be 
a strictly increasing sequence such that K = U 5 < cfcKj~5, and K~ > Cf(K) and K( 2 h 
for every 6 < Cf(K). For any partial function f from K to h and any 5 < cf(A) let 
C(f, $9 =(u{+, f(o)): oEdom(f) nKg})nK. 
Continuing with the above notation, Sublemmas 2.5 and 2.6 will provide most of 
the proof of Lemma 2.4. 
Sublemma 2.5. (Assume GCH.) There is a sequence f E “A such that for every 
KE[~]~ and (<Cf(K), InnEKC(fn, 511 <Kg. That is,- - 
kmsUPC(f&)k/n uC(fky+ 
n ntzok>n 
u nC(f,++% 
KE [ol”n EK 
Proof. Suppose no such f exists. For each 5 < cf(K), let {((h&),,,, ggp): p < ~$1 
be a listing of all pairs-((hn)nE:o, g> where (h”), tW is a sequence of partial 
functions from K[ to A such that K~ = U nEwdom(h”), dom(h”) c dom(h”+‘), for 
all n E w and g : K~ + 2. 
By induction on (Y E K we define an increasing sequence (G,), E K of partial 
functions from K to 2 such that, for all LY E K, I G, 1 < I (Y I w: If (Y E K~+, \K( and 
(G,),., has been defined then express (Y = K* + p for some p < K~+,. To define 
G, consider two cases. 
Case 1: There exists K E [w]” and a point 6 E K such that 
(*)s=tn nr&(h;p, 5>)\(U p<,dodGp) U K$. 
Fix such a S satisfying ( * ); then there exists K’ c K, K’ E [ wl”, and i E 2 such 
that 
6 E n ( U{~(Y, h;,(r)): y E dom(h;,) m;dW}). 
IlEK’ 
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Set G,=(Ua<, G,) u K6, 1 - i)l. 
Case 2: Not Case 1. Set G, = U p < orGP. 
Let G : K + 2 be a function extending IJ o1 <K G,. Since X is P -normal there is a 
sequence (F,), E w of partial functions from K to A such that (F, >, E o E “A and for 
each n E o, 
( * * ) (U{V((.U, F,(a)): LY E dom(FJ n Gp’(ON) n (UMa, F,(a): (Y E dom(F,) 
n GP’(l))) = @. 
By our assumption, there must exist HE [WI”’ and 5 < cf(K) such that II nt HC(Fn, 
5) > K~. Now find p < K; such that 
((FE 1 K&t,, G 1 K*> = ((h;,)n- &,c) 
Since C(F,, 5) = C(h’&, .$I, for each II E w, it is clear that, for (Y = K~ + p, Case 1 
occurs. 
Suppose 6, K, K’, i are as discussed in Case 1 for (Y. There must be m E K’ 
such that 6 E dom(Fm). Now, 
G u{~(Y, F,(Y)): Y E dom(F,J n G-‘(i)}. 
However, 6 E dom(F,J n G-'(1 - i>, so 
6 E I/(8, F,(6)) L U{~(Y, F,(Y)): Y E dam(k) nG-‘(l -i>>. 
These conditions on 6 contradict ( * * > (for IZ = m). That completes the proof of 
the sublemma. 0. 
For use in Sublemma 2.6 we say that a monotone increasing collection &’ = {A<: 
.$ < cf(K)) is a nice chain if U & = K, 1 A, 1 = Kc for all 5 < K, and, if p < Cf(K) is a 
limit ordinal, then U{AS: 5 < /3) =A,. This terminology was introduced by Fleiss- 
ner in [31. 
Sublemma 2.6. Suppose ti = (A,: 5 < cf(K)) IS a nice chain and for all 5 < cf(K), 
S, c K such that 1 s, 1 G K~. There exists a nice chain SIP = (A\: 5 < cf(K)) such that 
for all 5 < cf(K), A, U s, GA;. 
Proof. For each limit y < cf(K), let {Tr: 5 < y} be a collection such that 
(1) u (<Jr = U 5<vScy 
(2) if ,.$ < y then 1 T,Y ( G K~, 
(3) if p < 5 < y then Tz c T$, 
(4) if p < y and /3 is a limit then U 5 <PT$’ = TpY. 
Now, for 5 < Cf(K), let 
A;=A,u US, u(U(T;/: &y<Cf(K), y alimit)). 
i 1 PG5 
Then, {A;: 5 < cf(K)} is the desired nice chain. 0 
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Continue with the proof of Lemma 2.4 by applying Sublemmas 2.6 and 2.5 to find, 
by induction, a sequence of nice chains (&Yi)i,, = ({A;: 5 < Cf(K)))iEW and 
corresponding 7 -assignments (( f: >, t w >i t w such that for all i E w, 5 < cf(K), if 
S; = (lim sup,C(fL, 5>>\A; then 
(a) 1 Sk 1 G K~ and 
(b) A; u S; CA;+‘. 
For each i EW define b, : K - cf(K) by bJa) + 1 = min@: IY EA;}. Clearly, 
bifl(a) < b,(a) so there exists k(cu) E w such that bj(c-u) = bkc,,(cz) for all j 2 k(a). 
Notice that whenever b,, ,(a> = bj(Ly) then (Y @ U 5 < C4KjSi and when (Y %?A Sl 
then ord(a, (C(fi, [)\A;: II < w}) < w. For each j, n E w let 
Di= ((Sodom: j>k(cy), c~YC(fi, b,(a))). 
Claim 1. IJ (0;: j, n E w} = K. 
Claim 2. Each 0; is u-separated (assuming K is < K u-separated). 
Proof of Claim 2. Fix j, II E w. For < < cf(K) let 
Ei( <) = {cz E 0;: b,(a) = c}. 
Then I E$t) I 5g Kc < K and 0; = U{E$[): 5 < cf(K)}. Since K is < K a-separated 
we can express E;(c) = U i < w Bnji(t) and assign an open neighborhood U(a) to 
each (Y E EL(c) so that U(cr> n U(p) = @ if (Y f/I and there exists i < o such that 
(y, P E B,ji(5). 
Now, for each (Y E E$c) find an open neighborhood W(cu) c V(cy, f;l’((~)> f~ U(c-u> 
such that W((Y> f~ C(f;i, Bj(a)) = @. F or each i <w it follows that W(c-u) n W’(p) = 91 
whenever CY, p E U {Bnji: 5 < cf(K)}, CY # p. Hence, U {Bnji: 5 < cf(K)) is separated 
and 0: = U{Bnji: i < w, 5 < cf(K)} is a-separated, which verifies Claim 2. 
By Claim 1, it follows that K is c-separated and Lemma 2.4 is proved. 0 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 now follows from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4 by straightfor- 
ward induction on K, where K represents the cardinality of an arbitrary closed 
discrete subset of X. 
We finish this section with a result which allows for a-separation of certain 
discrete collections of compact sets in a locally compact 7 -normal space. The next 
lemma provides an argument for the necessary character reduction in order that 
Lemma 2.2 may be applied. Lemma 2.7 and Theorem 2.8 parallel results in [13] 
where Watson, under the assumption of I/= L, proves that locally compact normal 
spaces are collectionwise normal with respect to compact sets. 
We say that a set C is a G,-set if C can be expressed as C = n a < .U, for some 
open sets U,, a < K. 
Lemma 2.7. Suppose X is a locally compact 7 -normal space and {D,: LY < K) is a 
discrete collection of compact subsets of X. There exists a u-discrete collection IC,: 
(Y < K} of compact subsets of X such that for every (Y < K, D, c C, and C, is a 
G,-set . 
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Proof. For each a < K we can find a sequence (Vu,,: n E W> of open sets such that, 
for all II E w, 
and if V, = IJ nEoVan then v, is compact. Since X is P -normal there exist 
sequences (U,>,,,, (W,>,,, of open sets in X such that U (y <K D, c U U ntw n, 
X\U ,<Kv,~ U,E, W,andforeveryn~~,U,nW,=~,U,n(U,<,D,)~U~+, 
and W, n (X\ IJ ,.,,V,> c W,,,. For each m E w let 
A, = 
i 
CY < K : D, c U, and D, 4 (J Ui . 
i<m I 
For each (Y E A, find a decreasing sequence ( H,i)i to of open neighborhoods of 
Da such that i? acr+lj L Hai, aai is compact and Haj n i4$ = fl for all i a m. (This 
can be done since Da c U, for all i > m, and so D, n w, = fl for all i a m.) Now let 
Cm= (X\jJJk) n (Clai). 
Clearly, C, = c, c V, so each C, is compact. Also, we can express 
C,= (n(x\i;;,,: p+ -))n(~fL) 
so each C, is a G,-set. 
Finally, fix m E w. To see that (C,: (Y E A,} is discrete, let x EX. If x E 
lJ P <,Vp, say x E V,, then V, n C, = fl for all (Y < K, a Z y. If x $E U P <,Vp then 
there is k > m where x E Wk. In this case, W, n Hak = fl for all LY E A, and 
C, c Hak so W, n C, = fl for all (Y E A,. It follows that (C,: (Y E A,) is a discrete 
collection. 0 
Theorem 2.8. (V = L). If X is a locally compact 7 -normal space and 53 is a discrete 
collection of compact subsets with 1~3 I < wwl then 9 is u-separated. 
Proof. Suppose 9 = {Da: LY < K) is a discrete collection of compact subsets of X 
where K < w,,,~. Arguing by induction, assume that any discrete collection $9 of 
compact subsets of X, with 1 ‘S 1 < K, can be v-separated. Now, if K is singular 
then cf(K) = 6.1 and it is clear that $3 is a-separated. If K is regular then apply 
Lemma 2.7 to .9 and obtain a discrete collection %? = (C,: (Y < K) of compact 
subsets of X such that, for all (Y < K, Da G C, and C, is a G,-set. Define a 
quotient mapping f : X - Z where Z is the quotient space obtained from X by 
identifying each C, to a point z,. Since E’ is a closed discrete collection of 
compact sets, the mapping f is actually a perfect mapping and, by Theorem 1.7, Z 
is a locally compact 7 -normal space. Let Y= (2,: (Y E K); then Y is a closed 
discrete subset of Z. Since each C, is a G,-set in X then each z, E Y has 
pseudocharacter equal to character < K in the locally compact space Z. Also, the 
induction assumption made in X implies that all subsets of Y of cardinality < K 
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are c-separated in Z so Lemma 2.2 implies that Y is a-separated in Z. This, of 
course, induces a a-separation of 5C and then of g in X. q 
In extending the proof above to allow any possible cardinal for I.9 1 there is a 
problem with singular cardinals having cofinality w1 or greater. The authors do not 
know the answer to the following question. 
Question 2.9. Does the result of Theorem 2.8 follow without the condition of 
19 I <w,,? 
3. Collectionwise 7 -normal spaces 
A space X is said to be 7 -collectionwise normal if for any (faithfully indexed) 
closed discrete collection St= {F,: (Y E A) of subsets of X there exists a sequence 
(%n’,>,=, = (Won: a! =A]>,,, of collections of pairwise disjoint open sets such 
that, for every (Y E A, F, c U U llEW an and, for every n E w, F, IT U,, c F, n U,(,+ ,). 
In this section we investigate conditions under which 7 -normal spaces of small 
character or small weak character are collectionwise 7 -normal. The main result is 
Theorem 3.1 which implies, under PMEA, that first countable 7 -normal spaces 
are collectionwise 7 -normal. This complements the famous result by Nyikos [lo] 
that, assuming PMEA, normal spaces with character < c are collectionwise nor- 
mal. Reducing the condition of character < c in the Nyikos’ theorem to weak 
character < c was later done by Junnila [7]. 
Recall that the Product Measure Extension Axiom (PMEA) asserts that for any 
cardinal A the usual product measure on “2 can be extended to a < c-additive 
measure defined for all subsets of “2. This axiom requires the assumption of a 
large cardinal. Kunen has shown that there is a model of set theory with PMEA if 
there is a model with a strongly compact cardinal. See [4] for a proof of this as well 
as a discussion of PMEA and other measure extension axioms. At the end of the 
section we will see that a large cardinal assumption cannot be avoided in any 
model of set theory where first countable 7 -normal spaces are collectionwise 
7 -normal. 
A weak neighborhood assignment for a space X is a family {Jy;: x EX] of 
collections of subsets of X such that for all x E X and N E ,Y;, x E N LX and a 
subset U c X is open in X if and only if for all z E X there exists IV, E Nz with 
W, c U. The weak character of X is the smallest infinite cardinal K such that there 
exists such a weak neighborhood assignment {Nx: x EX) such that, for all x EX, 
1xX1 <K. 
Theorem 3.1. (Assume PMEA .> If X is a 7 -normal space with weak character < c 
then X is collectionwise 7 -normal. 
Proof. Let y= {Ya: CY E K} be a closed discrete collection in X. Let p denote a 
< c-additive extension of the product measure on 9(“2). Let (Jy;: x EX] be a 
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weak neighborhood assignment for X such that I _Hx I < c for every x E X. Since X 
is 7 -normal, for each X EK2, (Y EK, we can find an increasing sequence 
(Y,(x, IZ)),~,, with Y, = U n E ,Y,(X, n), in such a way that for each II E o there 
are disjoint open sets G”(X, n> and G’(X, n) such that for i E (O,l), 
Y’(x, n> = U{r,(x, n): (Y < K, ,y( a) = i} = ( u y) f-- G’(x, n). 
For each LY < K and 5 E X, let us set 
BI(~, n) = {X E k2: x E Gx@)(X, n)}. 
For each y lJ y’, let us set 
E,(y) = {X E “2: y E YQ, n) u Y_‘(X, rz)}. 
Note that if y E Y, then E,(y) cB,(a, n). Set 
G,(n) = {x EX: @,(a, n)) > 3/4}. 
Claim 1. G,(n) is open for every ff < K, n E w. 
Proof (This argument is essentially due to Junnila in [7]). Let x E G,(n). Note that 
Bx(~, n) is the directed union of (B(cu, 12, N): N E Jy;) where B(cw, IZ, N) = IX E “2: 
N c Gx(,,(x>} so there is an N E Jy, with ~(B((-u, N, n)) > 3/4. But then for every 
2 EN, B(a, re, A9 cBz((Y, n), so /A@,( (Y, n>> > 3/4. Hence NC G,(n) and this 
shows that G,(n) is open. 
Claim 2. For all ICY < K, n E w, Y, n G,(n) z Y, n G,(n + 1). 
Proof. If y E Y, n G,(n), then y E E,(y) zB,(a, n) cB,(a, n + 1). (The last 
containment is valid since y E Y,). Hence F(B~((Y, n + 1)) > p(B,(a, n>> > 3/4 
which says that y E Y, n G,(n + 1). 
Claim 3. For every (Y < K, Y, = U nEwYa n G,(n). 
Proof. Let y E Y,. Since “2 = lJ .E,E,(y) and (E,(y)),,, is increasing, there is 
m E w such that p(E,(y)) > 3/4. Since E,(y) cB,(cw, m> it follows that y E 
G,(m). 
Claim 4. Zf a, p E K, a Z /3, and n E w then G,(n) f’ GP(n) = (d. 
Proof. Suppose indirectly that there exists x E G,(n) n Gp(n). Then there is some 
* E Bx(% n> nBB,(p, n> n {x E “2: X((Y) #X(p)), since the first two sets have 
measure > 3/4 and the third set has measure l/2. By +!I E Bx(~, n), we know 
x E G$(“)($, n). Similarly, x E G “@)($, n>. However, $(a> f +(p> implies G@(“)($, 
n) n Gecp’($, n) = @, a contradiction. 
The application of Claims 1-4 concludes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Theorem 3.2. (a) A countably paracompact 7 -normal space X is normal. 
(b) A countably paracompact collectionwise 7 -normal space X is collectionwise 
normal. 
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Proof. We prove (b); the proof of (a> is similar. Let Y= (F,: (Y E Al be a closed 
discrete collection in X. If X is collectionwise 7 -normal there is a sequence 
(z$(,>,e, = (KJ& a EN>,,, of collections of pairwise disjoint open sets such 
that, for every (Y E A, F, c U U ntw an and, for every n E o, F, n U,, c F, n Uac,, + ). 
For every n E w let 
w, = (X\ US> ” (iun UA&). 
Then %V= {W,: n E w) is an increasing open cover of X so by countable paracom- 
pactness there is an open cover IT’: n E w} such that Kc W, for every n E w. For 
SEA and HEW define 
Now observe that for all (Y E A and n E w, (U p +olGpn) n F, = fl. Also, F, c 
U ,,,G,,. We finish by letting 
It is straightforward to verify that {V,: a E A) is a pairwise disjoint open collection 
witnessing the separation of 9. q 
Example 1.1 is a metacompact, collectionwise 7 -normal space which is not 
normal. This shows that the countably paracompact condition in the two parts of 
Theorem 3.2 cannot be weakened to countably metacompact. However, it is 
probably worth noting the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.3. If X is countably metacompact, normal and collectionwise i* -normal 
then X is collectionwise normal. 
It would be interesting to know whether the countably metacompact condition 
can be dropped from the above corollary. That is, are normal, collectionwise 
7 -normal spaces collectionwise normal? It is apparent from Corollary 3.3 that any 
counterexample would have to be a Dowker space. 
Remark 3.4. It is clear from the above Corollary 3.3 that if there is a model of set 
theory where first countable 7 -normal spaces are collectionwise 7 -normal then 
in this model normal Moore spaces are collectionwise normal. From results of 
Fleissner 121 it then follows that there is a model of set theory with a measurable 
cardinal, so the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 can only hold with the assumption of a 
large cardinal. 
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